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ABSTRACT 

In ::JOlltlt Greenland 214 and 200 jaws: of hooded se8.ls were Gampled in 

1972 and 191'5, respectively. The samples are complJ.red with hunting stati

stics for 1970 -72, and sex and age composition of the srunples are presented 

and discus8c(1.. Mortality rates calculf'ted on thf' basis of the new samples 

fire compa!'ed VIi th ~rt=!vil')us estimates. 

I. Introduction 

SOI!lr:' ~en(>rn.l ff~a.turf!s of the catch of hooded seal in South Greenland, 

especially in 1971, VIas described in a previous paper (Res.Doc. 72/85), in 

which also results of age determination of material collected up to 1971 

were presented. 

In the llresent paper the hunting seasons ·1972 and 1973 will be desoribed 

and prel1minnry results of age determination of ;naterial of hooded eeals 

collecte!1 in :30uth Greenland these two years will be dil3cussed. 

II. MFl.t~rial 

The arrancement3 "for collecting material were the same as previously 

described "for the 1971 8ample, with the difference that only lower jaws, not 

reproductive orCans were nsked for. Requests were directed to the town 

Hanortalik ana the out:postl1 Sydpr0ven and Qagssimiut, and the results were 

as follows: 

Nwnber of jaws collected 

Locality 1971 1972 1973 

~? 00 ? total ~~ 00 ? total ~~ ao ? total 

Qr:l.gssimiut 16 31 47 5 67 ;"';;' 94 5 42 42 89 
Julianehiib 5 12 17 
Sydpr0ven 38 62 101 26 68 95 
Nanortalik 52 17 69 10 13 " 25 37 68 6 111 

JOUTH GREENLAl'ff.1 111 122 234 41 14fi ':'5 214 42 110 48 200 
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The 1972 samples of canine teeth were cut transversely and imbedded as 

the previous samples, but the 1973 sections were read directly under micro

scope without imbedding. 

Previous age determinations were done by two persons independently, and 

in case of doubt the sections were read and discussed several times. This 

hua not yet been possible for the 1972 and 1973 samples, and the reBults 

presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2 must be regarded as preliminary. 

III • Results 

On the basis of the huntinB statistics it is possible to compare the 

course of hunting of hooded seal in South Greenland in the years 1970-1972, 

and the 1973 sample of jaws oan give an idea of the oircumstances this last 

year (Fig. 1). 

The difference between the various years oonsists essentially in the size 

of the catches. In 1970 the total catch for South Greenland was little more 

than 600 hooded seals, slightly lower than the mean for the preceding years. 

In 1971 around 850 hooded seals were caught in South Greenland, and in 

1972 the output went up to about 1600 animals, which is the largest number 

taken in this area during the last 25 years. Hunt~ng statistics for 1973 

are not yet available, but judging from the samples the oatch seems to have 

been above the average also this year. 

The seasonal distribution of the hunting activity does not, however, 

seem to differ essentially between the four years in question. In the northern 

part of the area (Qagssimiut-Narssaq-JulianehAb) the hunting began in late 

April, reached a maximum around the middle of May, and ceased almost totally 

in the beginning of June. One and a half month later there was again Bome 

hunting, apparently a bit later in 1972 than in the preceding years. 

In the southern part of the area the catch was insignificant in April 

and the first hal~ of May, increased suddenly in the final half of this 

month and the first days of June, and decreased just as markedly around 

mid-June. The catch remained on a low level the following two months with 

a more or less distinct peak around the end of July. 

The samples from 1973 indicate that the hunting cycle this year has 

been similar to that found for 1970-1972. 

In my previous paper I discussed the value of the 1970 and 1971 samples 

as a representation of the catoh in South Greenland the years in question. 

As preliminary figures for the catch statistios are now available, it 18 

possible to comment further on this subjeot. 

Yig. 1 shows that the 1970 material (total 42 speoimens) can give only 

a crude ,estimate of the composition of the oatches, as the samples frOJJl 

Qags81m1U:t, JulianehAb and Nanortal1k aooount for no more than c. 30%. 26~ 
and 5':t: of the catches, respeotively. The 1971 material gives Ii much better 
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representation: In Qagss1mdut c. 55% of the .. tah was sampled, in Jul1aDe

hAb less than 20% (giving, however, a fairly good picture of the peak: 01:. the 

catoh), and in Sydprsven and Nanortalik a sampling effioiency of 40-5~ was 

reaohed, in the former place part~cularly covering the initial phase of the 

hunting maximum, in the latter place the final phalfe. , 
In 1972 too, the sampling result from Qagss1m1ut was good (54~), whereas 

1 twas leBs satisfactory f'rom Sydprll!lven (20-25%, par't1:cularly from fiaal 

part of the hunting maximum), and t~o poor from Nanortalik (6-8% of th .. oatoh). 

Contrary to thiS, the samples trom 1973 seem to give fairly good 

representation of the catch in lano~tallk as well as in Qag8s1m1~t. Material 

from other localities has not been receivei the last year. 

In consequence of the type of hunting in South Greenlaad a sampling 

efficiency of 40-50% of the catch is cODsldered very near the beet pose1b~e 

result _ and may also be sufficient for the purpose. Several samples trom 

the variQus ~ocalitie8 may thus g1ve the optimum expression of the compos

ition tlf the catch on the locality in question, and 'an acceptabl. picture 

of the oatoh of hooded Beals in Sou'tb Greenland as i~: whole. 

3. ~!!_!:!:!:!2!. 

~he hunters were asked to report the sex of the animals. This was 'one 

for almost all animals in the 1971 eample (99~), but in 1972 and 1973 ~or 

only 88% and 76~, respectively. Whereas the sex ratio in the total material 

from 1971 waa almost equal (47% ~~), the females w.re reported to acoouat 

for onlr 19% and 21% in the last two years. As mentioned before (Res.Doo. 

72/85) it 1s possible that females were represented·' in the 1971 samples 

with higher percentages than they actually occurred with in the catches, as 

a oonsequence of a higher payment for mature females. 

It may also be born in mind that the above mentioned statements of sex 

ratios are only based on the records of the hunters. It is beyond any doubt 

that they can record the sex of a heode4 seal accurat~y, but is not quite 

certain that they actually do 80. 

Some general features mar, however, be deduced from the material. In 

all three years the females accounted for a minor proportion of the samples 

from the northern localities (~. 34% in 1971) than of the samples from 

Sydpr0ven and Nanortalik. On the last mentioned localities the percentage 

of females shovlS a tendenoy to ino-rese during the hunting period. 

This seems to indicate, that moat females arrive to the hunting areaB 

of South Greenland later than the males, which is in good agreement with 

the statement that the percentage of adult females on the Front ice increases 

during the whelping period (sergeant 1974, MS in prep.). The samples from 

:)outh Greenland suggest that also immature females accomplish their supposed 

migration to the moulting areas in the Denmark Strait at so late a time, 

that they will only be objec11.,\.to mmt1ng in the southernmost parts of South 

Greenland, and probably also an a route ~hat keeps most of them away from 

the ~ting areas. 
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4. ~~~_=£~E~~~~!£~. 

The age composition of the total sBDlples for 1972 and 19T; agrees 

fairly well with the total sample for 1971 (Table 1 and Fig. ?). Youngs of 

the year are almost totally absent in the catches in South Greenland 

(reexamination of two sections from 1971, at first aged 0+, showed that 

they actually were from one year old animals). One year old animals are 

also very few except in the 1973 sample, where they constitute 9% of the 

sample. 2-5 years old animals account for 51~~ and 31% in 1972 and 1973, 

respectively (44% in 1971), and 6-10 years old for 32~ in the two last 

years (3y,g in 1971). 

Comparison of samples from different localities shows variations. 

The 1972 and 1973 samples from Qagssimiut have both relatively many old 

seals, whereas the 1971 and 1972 samples from Sydpr~ven contain rather few 

and are dominated by age-groupe 2-9. The 1971 and 1973 samples from Nanor

talik are also very much alike, although two age groups are eytraorninary 

strongly represented in the latter. The samples from Qagssimiut 1971, Nanor

talik 1972 and the one from JulianehAb (1971) are 80 small that it is di~

fioult to say, whether they show age composi tions similar to ,:,ther samples 

from the same areas or not. 

These variations between age composition of catches from different 

locali ties should be taken into account, when the combined samples for 

Jouth Greenland as a whole are compared. It is thus probable that the 

age-groups 2-9 would have been better represented in the combined sample 

for 1973, if material from Sydpreven had been obtained. 

As for the 1971 sample the total annual mortality rates have been 

estimated usin~ a linear regression of plots of age group strength. 

For the combined 1972 sample a mortality rate of 16.7% (Z = 0.183) was 

found for age-groups 3-14. From the combined 1973 sample a mortality rate 

of 10.7~ (Z = 0.113) was calculated for age-groups 3-14. 

Calculation of mortality rates for males of age-groups 4-14 gives 

values of 18.?~ (z ~ 0.201) and 10.8~ (z ~ 0.114) for the 1972 and 1973 

samples, respectively. Mortality rates for females alone were not calculated, 

as the number of females in the samples from the last two years were too low. 

The low values for mortality rates found for the 1973 sRmple i8 pro~ably 

in part alle to the fact, that samples from the Sydpreven area (with a sup

posed dominance of age-groups 2-9) was not obtained. 

IV. Discu.esion 

Jor the 1971 combined sample a mortal1-ty rate of 12.9% was fonnd for 

age-groups 3-15. Fnr females of age 3-15 and males Of age 2-1n mortality 

r1'l.tes of 14.3 and 11 .6~ respectively, were calculated. I2lri teland (1973) 

u8ed thE" materi81 for a recalculation and found values of 13.n'j6 for females 

of age 4-11, 12.5% for males of age 4-10 and 12.9~ for combined sexes of 

age 4-13. Using another method (mean ages of fully recruited age groups) he 
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calculated l'lortA11ty rates of 17.5, 18.2 and 18.1~ for females, males and 

combined sexes, respectively. 

The available data ~rom South Greenland thus give a rather wide range 

of total annual mortality of hooded eenls (10.7 - 18.1% for combined sexes, 

10.8 - 18.'2$ for males and 13.0 - 17tj.5% for females). For several reasons 

the lowest values are thought to be less reliable, and the best estimates 

based on the South Greenland material will be around 14-18~. 

0ritsland (1973) has calculated mortality rates on basie of samples 

from Newfoundland-Labrador from 1964 to 1972, and concludes that the total 

annual mortalities are about 16% for breeding females (older thnn 6 years) 

and about 23% for breeding malee (older than 10 years). 

TheBe vallH'G seem to be somewhat higher than the value!': foUnd in the 

South Grpelll_snd material. Oue reason for this rlifference may be that younger 

age group8 nre weaker represented in the whelp1nr areas and thus are less 

exposed to hunting, which would give a minor total mortality fOT these age 

groups than for older animals, if the natural mortality is the same or only 

slightly higher. 

However, another explanation may seem more probable. According to 

Sergeant (1974, MS in prep.) a third whelping area of hooded seals was found 

in the Davis Stre.it in 1974. If this breeding area proves to be of permanent 

charaoter and has been so for years, it i8 most probably that the hooded 

seals occurrint; in Greenland waters come from both breeding areas. If so, 

samples from the mixing populations in Greenland waters are likely to show 

lower estimates of total mortalities than samples from the exploited whelping 

Hrea off Newfoundland-Labrador .. 

As pointed out above, the 1q71-73 samples are supposed to represent the 

catches of hood cd seals in South Greenland rather well, and it is hardly 

posai ble to improve the sampling results very much. From the available and 

future samples it is thus possible to describe the composition of the oatch 

of hooded seals in Greenland satisfactorily. 

Another question is, whether it is possible from this information to 

deduce anything about the state of the stocks of hooded seals, e.g. 

mortalities. 1£ GreGuland catches are recruited from two (or three) 

8tocks, it will be diffiCu.fi/interprete results obtained from thea e 

on 

separate 

catches, 

unless the degree of mixing of stocks in Greenland waters is known for each 

flarticular year. 
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Table 1. Age samples of hooded seals, South Greenland. 

1971 1972 1973 

Ae;e ~~ U JIK Total % ~~ ~~ NK Total% ~~ u---riK Total % 
No. No. No. Iio. 110. No. No. No. 110. No. No. 110. 

0.2 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 0.5 
1.2 1 5 - 6 2.6 - 2 1 3 1 .4 3 11 3 17 8.5 
2.2 6 19 - 25 10.8 5 18 1 24 11.2 7 8 2 17 8.5 

3.2 19 8 - 27 11 .6 11 16 2 29 13.6 4 12 4 20 10.0 
4.2 12 15 1 28 12. 1 6 22 - 28 13.1 6 9 5 20 10.0 
5.2 12 11 - 23 9.9 5 22 1 28 13.1 3 11 3 17 8.5 

6.2 10 6 - 16 6.9 5 14 3 22 10.3 1 6 5 12 6.0 
7.2 7 14 - 21 9.1 3 13 1 17 7.9 4 7 2 '3 6.5 
8.2 8 q - 17 7.3 2 5 4 11 ?1 4 4- 4 12 6.0 
9.2 5 7 - 12 5.2 2 8 1 11 , • 1 1 16 3 20 10.0 

10.2 5 5 - 10 4.3 - 5 2 7 3.3 1 2 3 6 3.0 

11.2 5 1 - 6 2.6 1 5 1 7 3.3 1 4 2 7 3.5 
12.2 3 4 - 7 3.0 1 4 1 6 2.8 2 3 2 7 3.5 
13.2 3 4 - 7 3.0 - 3 3 6 2.8 - 5 3 8 4.0 
14.2 5 6 - 11 4.7 - 4 1 5 2.3 1 3 2 6 3.0 
15.2 2 3 - 5 2.2 - 1 - 1 0.5 - 2 1 3 1.5 

16.2 - 3 - 3 1.3 - 1 - 1 0.5 1 2 2 5 2.5 
17.2 1 - - 1 0.4 - 1 1 2 0.9 1 1 - 2 1.0 
18.2 3 1 - 4 1.7 - 1 1 2 0.9 1 - - 1 0.5 
19.2 - 1 - 1 0.4 - 2 - 2 0.9 - 1 2 3 1 .5 
20.2 1 - - 1 0.4 - - - - - 1 2 - 3 1.5 

21.2 1 - - 1 0.4 - - 1 1 0.5 - - - - -
22.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
23.2 - - - - - - 1 - 1 0.5 - - - - -

Sum 109 122 1 232 99.9 41 148 25 14 100.0 42 110 48 200 100.0 

% 47.0 52.6 0.4 100.0 19.2 69.2 11.7 100.1 21 55 24 100 
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Fig. 1. Catch and sampl,cG of hooded seals per half month, South Greenland 

1970 - 1973. E8 
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Fig. 2. Age composition of hooded seals caught in South Greenland, 1971-1973. 
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